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Abstract— In this letter, we solve the problem of positioning
based on the time-of-arrival technique in wireless sensor networks. Different from the traditional estimation methods, the
position of a target node is considered as a strategy of anchor
nodes, and the cognition information is introduced to enrich
positional information. After proposing the concept of consensus
of cognition and consensus of measurements, we re-investigate
the positioning problem from a game-theoretic perspective. It is
proved that the proposed game is an exact potential game, which
exhibits attractive properties about the Nash equilibrium (NE).
Then, the best response algorithm is used to achieve the NE
point. The simulation results indicate that the performance of
positioning with a suitable tradeoff parameter is better than
the performance of recursive least-squares algorithm in terms
of positional accuracy and convergence rate.
Index Terms— Distributed positioning algorithms, TOA,
potential game.

I. I NTRODUCTION
OSITIONING is a key aspect for many applications in
wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Recently, centralized
and distributed algorithms are two main methods to estimate
the positions of target nodes. In centralized algorithms, the
central node is burdened with a large number of calculations,
and anchor nodes’ traffic represents a system bottleneck [1].
On the other hand, in distributed algorithms, each anchor
node can exchange information with neighboring anchors and
determine the target node position locally. Consequently, distributed algorithms are more preferable, because they require
less computations and avoid communication bottlenecks.
However, even though the distributed algorithms have been
investigated extensively, there are still some unresolved problems. Recently, some works [2] and [3], have provided an
overview of various positioning techniques in WSNs. Namely,
the least squares (LS), which represents a simple method, is
widely used for positioning, but its accuracy is poor in NOLS
scenarios [4]. In order to improve the accuracy, the particle filter (PF) was used in [5], but it required a multiple calculations
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and was not suitable in normal WSN applications. Moreover,
[6] presented a recursive least squares (RLS) approach, but
the convergence rate was affected by the initial position of the
target node. Therefore, the above algorithms did not solve the
mentioned problems effectively.
Since the distributed nature coincides nicely with the framework of non-cooperative games [7], the game approach has
been used in the positioning [8]. While compared with the
traditional methods in [4]–[8] which just depend on measurements to obtain the position of target nodes, we introduce the
cognition information of anchor nodes to enrich the positional
information in our work. After proposing the concept of consensus of cognition and measurements, we design an effective
utility function and prove that it transforms the positioning
problem to the exact potential game. Note that, not only the
positional information but also the scenarios and points of view
to construct the utility functions in our work are different with
the exist work [8]. Due to particularly good characteristics
of exact potential game, the Nash equilibrium (NE) point
can be considered as an optimal or sub-optimal solution
of the problem. In order to achieve such solution, the best
response (BR) learning algorithm is used. The simulation
results show that the proposed algorithm can reach the NE in a
finite number of steps and, when a suitable trade-off parameter
is used, the error and convergence time of positioning are less
than those in RLS algorithm.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL FOR TOA-BASED P OSITIONING
The WSN structure consists of N anchor nodes with known
positions and a target node with unknown positions (see
Fig. 1). Here, we consider two-dimensional coordinates: pi =
y
[ pix , pi ], i = 1, 2, . . . , N and a = [x, y], which represent two
kinds nodes coordinates. Further, we assume that anchor and
target nodes are static during positioning and consider a fully
connect network.
The TOA positioning techniques based on ultra
wide-band (UWB) [9] technology can potentially achieve very
high indoor position accuracy; hence, TOA-based positioning
is adopted in this work. A widely used statistical model for
TOA characterization is given by:
d̂i = di + n i + bi = cti ,

(1)

where d̂i and di are the estimated distance and real distance
between the i t h anchor node and the target node, respectively. ti is the TOA of the signal. c is the speed of light.
n i ∼N(0, σi2 ) is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
with variance σi2 . bi is the positive distance bias introduced
by the blockage of direct path, and it is defined as

0, if LOS
bi =
(2)
i , if NLOS.
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distance between nodes is also larger. The consensus of
measurements is given by:
p

Ui (ai , a−i ) = (ai − pi  − cti )2 ,

(5)

where pi is the position of anchor node i . This representation is consistent with the physical nature of signal
transmission. This characteristic contains the measurement information of the single anchor node i , i.e., ti .
According to the above mentioned characteristics, the distributed anchor nodes can sense and iteratively compute the
coordinates of the target node.
In our work, we define the utility function of i as follows:
Fig. 1.

The WSN nodes.

In the literature, the bias term i in NLOS environments
is modeled in different ways, i.e. as Gaussian distributed,
exponentially distributed, or using an empirical model based
on measurements [1]. In our work for simplicity, we consider NLOS environment as non-negative Gaussian distributed.
In addition, all noise terms are zero-mean and independent
random Gaussian variables. The noise measurement between
the target node and the i t h anchor node is defined as:
y

d̂i = (x − pix )2 + (y − pi )2 , i = 1, . . . , M.

(3)

The TOA-based positioning can be recognized as the estimation of target node positions based on noisy and biased
distance measurements and anchor node positions. We reinvestigate the above from a game-theoretic perspective.
III. G AME M ODEL FOR P OSITIONING
The formulated positioning game is formally defined by
 = (N , Ai , u i ), where N = {1, 2, . . . , N} is the player set,
which is the set of anchor nodes, Ai is the strategy space set,
u i is the utility function of i . Denote ai ∈ Ai as a strategy of
player i for target node; moreover, denote a−i as a strategy
profile of all players except player i . Before we define the
utility function, we have to introduce two basic characteristics
for adopting a strategy, namely the consensus of cognition and
the consensus of measurements.
• The consensus of cognition: the decisions on target node
positions by different anchor nodes should be as similar as
possible. In other word, the action ai of player i (anchor
node) should be consistent with all other players for the
target node. The consensus of cognition is defined by:
Uic (ai , a−i ) = (N − 1)−1

N


ai − am 2 ,

(4)

m=1,m =i

•

where  •  is the Euclidean norm, and when it is
multiplied by (N − 1)−1 , it denotes the average cognition
of anchor nodes. This characteristic reflects that when
anchor nodes have cognition, they can give judgements
of the targets’ positions as one part of the position
information then cooperate to acquire the positions of the
target node. It also contains the interaction information
between anchor nodes, i.e., am , m = i .
The consensus of physical measurements: the distance
between nodes is proportional to the signal travel time.
If the results of TOA-based measurement is larger, the

u i (ai , a−i )
p
= (ζ − 1)Uic (ai , a−i ) − ζ Ui (ai , a−i )
=

ζ −1
(N −1)

N


ai −am 2 −ζ(ai − pi −cti )2 ,

(6)

m=1,m =i

where ζ determines a trade-off between two basic characteristics. Note that those two basic characteristics interrelate with
each other and to ensure the complete positional information,
the ζ is set as 0 < ζ < 1. In this game, each anchor node
maximizes its utility function. Thus, for anchor node i the
optimal objective can be expressed as:
 : max u i (ai , a−i ), ∀i ∈ N .
ai ∈Ai

(7)

In addition, the network optimal objective for target node is
defined by:
max U (a1 , a2 , . . . , a N )
N 
N



ζ −1
×
= max
ai −am 2 −ζ(ai − pi −cti )2 .
N −1
i=1

m=1,m =i

(8)
Definition 1 (Nash Equilibrium [10]): A positioning profile
a ∗ = (a1∗ , . . . , a ∗N ) is a pure strategy Nash equilibrium (NE)
if and only if no player can improve its utility by unilateral
deviation, i.e., if the following condition is satisfied:
∗
∗
u i (ai∗ , a−i
) ≥ u i (ai , a−i
), ∀i ∈ N ,

∀ai ∈ Ai , ai =ai∗ . (9)

Namely,  is a continuous game, if the strategy set Ai is a
continuous interval of R and if each utility function u i (ai , a−i )
is continuous and differentiable.
Definition 2 (Exact Potential Game [10]): The game  is
an exact potential game if and only if a potential function
(ai , a−i ), ∀i ∈ N satisfies the following condition:
(ai∗ , a−i ) − (ai , a−i ) = u i (ai∗ , a−i ) − u i (ai , a−i ),
∀ai , ai∗ ∈ Ai , ∀a−i ∈ A−i .
(10)
Furthermore, the positioning game is characterized by the
following Lemma.
Lemma 1: For a given positioning model,  is an exact
potential game that has at least one pure strategy NE; moreover, all pure strategy NE points of  maximize the network
utility U globally or locally.
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Then, from (12) to (14), we have the following equation:

Algorithm 1 BR-Based Distributed Positioning Algorithm
Step 1) Initially, set n = 1 and let each anchor node choose a random
position within the communication scope as the first positioning
strategy for the target node; set τ = 5 to ensure convergent.
Step 2) All anchor nodes exchange information with their neighbors.
Step 3) For i = 1 : N All other anchor nodes repeat their strategies, i.e.,
a−i (n + 1) = a−i (n). Meanwhile, by obtaining the information
from the neighbors, anchor node i calculates the maximum point
of utility function as next strategy ai (n + 1) which satisfies:
ai (n + 1) = arg max u i (ai , a−i |n).

(16)

ai ∈ Ai

In (6), it can be seen that the u i is a convex function of ai . Then
the first and second order partial derivatives of xi and yi can be
obtained and we combine them to solve the solution which is
expressed as (17), as shown at the bottom of previous page. In
the right of (17), they are both positive or negative and where
Px =

Py =

(1 − ζ )
N −1
(1 − ζ )
N −1

N

m=1,m =i
N


xm (n) + ζ pix ,

(18)

y

m=1,m =i

ym (n) + ζ pi .

(19)

end
Step 4) If ai (n + 1) − ai (n) < ε and in the next τ iterations, ai also
satisfies this inequality, stop; else go to Step 2.

Proof: we construct a potential function as follows:
(a1 , a2 , . . . , a N )
N 

(ζ − 1)(N − 1)−1 ×
=

N


ai − am 2

m=1,m =i

i=1


−ζ (ai − pi  − cti )2 ,

(11)

where (a1 , a2 , . . . , a N ) is the network utility given by (8).
When one player k changes its strategy from ak to ak∗ , the
change of its individual utility function caused by the unilateral
change is given by (12), as shown at the bottom of this page.
The change of the potential function caused by the unilateral
change of player k is given by (13), as shown at the bottom
of this page, where ai∗ = ai (i =k).
For the player i (i =k), its action does not change with the
unilateral change of k. Hence, we obtain (14), as shown at the
bottom of this page.

u k (ak∗ , a−k ) − u k (ak , a−k ) =

(ak∗ , a−k ) − (ak , a−k ) = u k (ak∗ , a−k ) − u k (ak , a−k ). (15)
Consequently, the change of individual utility function caused
by unilateral deviation of an arbitrary player is the same
as the change of the potential function. Significantly, when
ak →0( ak = ak∗ − ak ), it still holds (15). According
to the definition 2, the game  is an exact potential game
and  can serve as the potential function. The exact potential
game exhibits the following important properties [10]: (i) any
exact potential game has at least one pure strategy NE; (ii) any
global or local maxima of the potential function constitutes a
pure strategy NE.
Therefore, the global maximum of the potential function or
the network utility is a pure positioning strategy NE point of
the proposed game. Moreover, the potential game might have a
local maxima that corresponds to other sub-optimal NE points.
In conclusion, Lemma 1 is proved.

In potential games, there are several decision rules for
finding a pure NE, such as spatial adaptive play (SAP) [11],
fictitious play (FP) [12] and best response (BR) [13], etc. In
our work, we adopt the BR learning algorithm to achieve the
convergent solution. First, we extend the pure strategy to a
mixed strategy form where ai (n) for player i at iteration n
is denoted. The basic BR concept is that only one player is
selected to update its selection according to the best strategy
while all other players repeat their selections. However, in
BR of positioning game, the anchor nodes are selected in a
round-robin manner to update their strategies by re-choosing
of the maximum points of utility function as the next iteration
strategy. This process is repeated until any stop criterion is
met (see Algorithm 1). In step 4, ε is the threshold used to
judge on the algorithm convergence.
Lemma 2: For the positioning game, the BR learning
algorithm can guarantee the end solution closer to an actual
NE in a finite number of step.
Proof: please refer to [10, Sec. 2.2] for detailed derivation.
Therefore, the result of BR will converge to the optimal or
sub-optimal solution.
Remark: Here in our work, the exploration focus is on the
feasibility and preliminary results of the positioning and our
further research will focus on the design optimization.

 ζ −1 

ζ−1  ∗
ak − am 2 − ζ(ak∗ − pk  − ctk )2 −
ak − am 2 − ζ(ak − pk  − ctk )2 ,
N −1
N −1
N

N

m=1
m =i

m=1
m =i

(ak∗ , a−k ) − (ak , a−k )
N 
N
N 
 

ζ −1 
ζ −1
ai∗ − am 2 − ζ (ai∗ − pi  − cti )2 −
=
N −1
N −1
i=1

N 

ζ −1
N −1
i=1
i =k

m=1,m =i

N

m=1,m =i

i=1

N 
 
ζ −1
ai∗ − am 2 − ζ (ai∗ − pi  − cti )2 −
N −1


ai (n + 1) = [x i (n + 1), yi (n + 1)] = Px ± 

i=1
i =k

(12)

ai − am 2 − ζ(ai − pi  − cti )2 ,

(13)


ai − am 2 − ζ(ai − pi  − cti )2 = 0,

(14)

N

m=1,m =i

N

m=1,m =i



y

ζ cti (Px − pix )
y

(Px − pix )2 + (Py − pi )2

, Py ± 

ζ cti (Py − pi )
y

(Px − pix )2 + (Py − pi )2

(17)
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TABLE I
D IFFERENT RMSE IN THE 20th I TERATION

seen that for higher ζ the convergence is faster. For instance,
given 80% confidence, the convergence occurs at about 8t h
iteration for ζ = 0.9, whereas it is about 14t h iteration for
ζ = 0.1 and at 18t h iteration in RLS. Therefore, ζ represents
a trade-off between convergence time and positional accuracy.
The optimality of ζ in different situations and the power
consumption of different algorithms will be next key issues
in further research.

Fig. 2.

The RMSEs of BR for different ζ values and RLS [6].

V. C ONCLUSION
In this letter, we re-investigated the distributed positioning
problem as a game using the concept of consensus of cognition
and consensus of measurements, and the game was proved
to be an exact potential game. In addition, it was shown
that in the positioning game, a NE point of the position can
be achieved using the information exchange among anchor
nodes by best response algorithm. The simulation results have
indicated that the performance of positioning with a suitable
parameter is better than the performance of RLS algorithm.
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The CDF of convergence time.
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